MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC - PHASE 2C

LEGEND:
1. PRECAST TIE BARRENER SERVICE CONCRETE
2. PRECAST TIE BARRENER SERVICE CONCRETE
3. EPI-STEM TRANSITION CONCRETE STRUCTURE
4. PERMANENT CONSTRUCTION PHASE
5. TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION PHASE
6. OLD TRAFFIC DIRECTION
7. NEW TRAFFIC DIRECTION
8. OLD PROPERTY LINE
9. NEW PROPERTY LINE

LEGEND:
1. 4" CONSTRUCTION PAVEMENT MARKING (TYPE F, CLASS II) 2' LINE, 4' GAP REQUIRED
2. 4" CONSTRUCTION PAVEMENT MARKING, WHITE (TYPE F, CLASS II) REQUIRED
3. 4" CONSTRUCTION PAVEMENT MARKING, YELLOW (TYPE F, CLASS II) REQUIRED
4. 4" CONSTRUCTION PAVEMENT MARKING, DOUBLE YELLOW (TYPE F, CLASS II) REQUIRED
5. IMPACT ATTENUATOR SERVICE - TYPE 1-A
6. PERMANENT CONSTRUCTION PREVIOUS PHASE
7. PERMANENT CONSTRUCTION THIS PHASE
8. TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION THIS PHASE
9. OLD TRAFFIC DIRECTION
10. NEW TRAFFIC DIRECTION

SCALE: 50' = 1"